
SANAA: Yemen’s Houthi rebels said yesterday
they have allowed the temporary resumption of
UN aid flights into the capital Sanaa, a week after
a halt due to Saudi-led coalition air strikes. “The
civil aviation authority announces the resumption
of UN and other organisation flights into Sanaa
airport on a temporary basis,” the rebel-run Al-
Masirah television reported.

“The (rebel administration’s) foreign ministry
was contacted to notify the UN and all interna-
tional organisations that Sanaa airport was ready
to receive flights.” Yemen has been wracked by
civil war since 2014 pitting the government-sup-
ported by the Saudi-led coalition-against the Iran-
backed Houthis who control much of the north.

Tens of thousands of
people have been killed, in
what the United Nations
has described as the
world’s worst humanitari-
an crisis. Flights into the
rebel-held capital have
been largely halted by a
Saudi-led blockade since
August 2016, but there
have been exemptions for
aid flights that are a key
lifeline for the population.

The Houthi rebels had said UN aid flights into
Sanaa had been halted by Saudi-led air strikes last
week but the coalition said the airport had already
been closed two days earlier and blamed the insur-
gents. Coalition spokesman Turki al-Maliki said
Sunday the Houthis were “militarising” Sanaa air-
port and using it as a “main centre for launching
ballistic missiles and drones” towards the kingdom.

He a lso  accused I ran  and Lebanon’s
Hezbollah group of helping the Houthis launch
missiles and drones at Saudi Arabia, where two

people were killed last week. 

No guarantees 
On Saturday, the coalition launched what it

called a “large-scale” military operation against
the Houthis after the fatal rebel attack. The coali-
tion raids killed three civilians, including a child
and a woman, Yemeni medics told AFP. The coali-
tion maintains its operations are carried out in
accordance with international humanitarian law
and has repeatedly accused the Houthis of using
civilians as human shields.

UN special envoy Hans Grundberg said the
uptick in fighting “undermines the prospects of
reaching a sustainable political settlement to end

the confl ict in Yemen.”
“The escalation in recent
weeks is among the worst
we have seen in Yemen for
years and the threat to
civilian lives is increas-
ing,” Grundberg said.

He renewed a long-
standing UN call  for
Sanaa airport to reopen
permanently for commer-
cial as well as humanitari-
an flights. “Any targeting

of civilians and civilian objects as well as indis-
criminate attacks by any actor is a flagrant viola-
tion of international humanitarian law and must
stop immediately,” the UN envoy said.

Saudi Arabia has long accused Iran of supplying
the Houthis with sophisticated weapons and its
Hezbollah proxy of training the insurgents. Tehran
denies the charges, while Hezbollah on Monday
dismissed Saudi charges as “ridiculous”.

The US Navy said last week it seized 1,400 AK-
47 rifles and ammunition from a fishing boat it

claimed was smuggling weapons from Iran to the
Houthis. The Houthis yesterday accused the coali-
tion of preventing the entry of “communication
and navigation devices... into Sanaa airport to
replace the old ones”.

“The UN and international organisations have
been informed that the long-term operation of
these devices are not guaranteed, given how old
they are,” they added. The rebels also warned they
will “hold the UN and international organisations
responsible for landing and takeoff operations in
the event of a sudden device failure”.

The Iran-backed rebels have repeatedly
launched missile and drone strikes against neigh-
bouring Saudi Arabia, targeting the kingdom’s air-
ports and oil infrastructure. While the UN and US
are pushing for an end to the war, the Houthis have
demanded an end to the coalition blockade of
Sanaa airport before any ceasefire or negotiations.

The UN estimates Yemen’s war wil l  have
claimed 377,000 lives by the end of the year
through both direct and indirect impacts. More
than 80 percent of Yemen’s population of about 30
million is dependent on humanitarian aid. —AFP
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SANAA: Yemenis inspect damage following a reported overnight air strike by the Saudi-led coalition tar-
geting in the Houthi rebel-held capital Sanaa. —AFP

130-year-old time 
capsule found 
in base of statue 
WASHINGTON: Workers dismantling the
pedestal of a statue of a Confederate general dis-
covered a copper box on Monday believed to have
been buried 130 years ago, the second apparent
time capsule unearthed at the site. “They found it!”
tweeted Virginia Governor Ralph Northam along
with pictures of the box. “This is likely the time cap-
sule everyone was looking for.”

According to an 1887 newspaper article, a time
capsule hidden in the base of the statue of General
Robert E. Lee, who commanded the Army of
Northern Virginia during the Civil War, contained
relics such as buttons and bullets, Confederate cur-
rency, maps, a rare picture of assassinated president
Abraham Lincoln in his coffin and other items.

The box will be opened today at 1:00 pm,

Northam said in a later tweet, adding that it had
been X-rayed. “Experts believe there may be coins,
books, buttons, and even ammunition from the Civil
War,” he said. A different shoebox-sized container
found in the base of the statue was opened by con-
servators last week but was clearly not the time
capsule mentioned in the 1887 newspaper piece.

It contained three water-logged books, a photo-
graph in a soggy cloth envelope and a coin. The
items appeared to have been mementos left behind
for posterity by some of the workers who erected
the statue. The time capsule found on Monday is
about twice the size. Lee’s statue in Richmond, the
Virginia city that was the capital of the South dur-
ing the bloody 1861-65 conflict, was taken down in
September, one of a number of monuments to the
pro-slavery Confederacy removed in recent months.

The statue became the focus of protests for
racial justice last year following the death of George
Floyd, a Black man who was murdered by a white
police officer in Minnesota. During the Civil War,
the Confederate South seceded from the United
States and fought to maintain slavery, which the rest
of the country had abolished. —AFP

Police release 
bodycam footage of 
teen store shooting
LOS ANGELES: Bodycam footage of the “chaotic”
police shooting of a teenager in a California depart-
ment store was released Monday, as critics claimed
officers were all-too-ready to open fire. Fourteen-
year-old Valentina Orellana-Peralta was in a chang-
ing room when a stray bullet fired by a policeman
came through the wall and hit her, killing her
instantly.

Valentina was shopping in a Los Angeles store
with her mother in the pre-Christmas rush, buying
clothes for her “quinceanera”, the coming-of-age

ceremony celebrated by Latin Americans. Police say
they were called to the Burlington Coat Factory in
North Hollywood on Thursday because of reports
of a possible shooting.

CCTV Images from the scene show a clearly agi-
tated man roaming the store with a bike lock in his
hand before police arrive. He lashes out at several
people before repeatedly beating one woman about
the head and body with the heavy-duty cable lock.
Police bodycam footage shows a number of officers
arriving at the scene with guns drawn.

Seconds after they locate the suspect, one of
them opens fire with a long barrelled gun. He falls to
the floor and is handcuffed. A police commentary
shows a freeze-frame that it says shows one of the
rounds the officer fired skipping off the floor and
hitting the outside wall of the changing room where
Valentina was hiding with her mother.

Police Chief Michel Moore said he had ordered a

full investigation of the incident. “This chaotic inci-
dent resulting in the death of an innocent child is
tragic and devastating for everyone involved,” he
said. “I am profoundly sorry for the loss of this
young girl’s life and I know there are no words that
can relieve the unimaginable pain for the family.”
Hispanic civil rights group LULAC said responding
officers had acted recklessly.

“It is indefensible that trained Los Angeles police
officers could open fire in a crowded store at the
height of Christmas shopping without first knowing
for sure if the suspect was armed,” said president
Domingo Garcia.

The shooting is the latest in a country where law
enforcement readily resorts to deadly force when
confronting criminal suspects. There is no official
national record of fatal shootings by US police offi-
cers, and reporting of incidents by police depart-
ments is voluntary. — AFP
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Somalia’s allies 
alarmed as political
crisis festers 
MOGADISHU: Somalia’s allies expressed alarm
over the intensifying row between the country’s
president and prime minister as heavily armed fac-
tions patrolled parts of Mogadishu yesterday, rais-
ing fears that the political crisis could erupt into
violence.

Soldiers loyal to the premier took up positions
near the presidential palace, a day after President
Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, better known as
Farmajo, announced the suspension of Prime
Minister Mohamed Hussein Roble, who accused him
of an “attempted coup”.

Relations between the pair have long been frosty,
but the latest developments have sparked concerns
for Somalia’s stability as the country struggles to
hold long-delayed elections and fight a jihadist
insurgency.

Yesterday, pro-Roble troops paraded the streets,
fuelling fear among Mogadishu residents weary of
armed confrontations. “They are not far away from
the main security checkpoints of the presidential
palace, they are armed with heavy machine guns
and RPGs (rocket-propelled grenades)”, Saido
Mumin, a resident, told AFP. Another local,
Abdukadir Ahmed, said that although the situation
appeared to be calm, he was “really worried” about
the potential for violence. International observers
have urged both sides to resolve the festering dis-
pute while some Somali traditional elders and politi-
cians have also sought to calm tempers.

“Some politicians and elders (have) started going
between the two sides to de-escalate the situation,
but these efforts are yet to... bring about a formal
resolution”, a source in the office of the president
told AFP on condition of anonymity. The Africa
Bureau of the US State Department warned Monday
that Washington was “prepared to act against those
who obstruct Somalia’s path to peace.”

“The attempted suspension of
@MohamedHRoble is alarming & we support his
efforts for rapid & credible elections. All parties must
desist from escalatory actions & statements,” it said
on Twitter. Farmajo has accused Roble of interfering
with a probe into a land-grabbing case and with-
drawn his mandate to organise elections. Roble in
turn has accused Farmajo of attempting to carry out
“a coup against the government, the constitution, and
the rules of the country” and sabotage the vote.

International alarm 
International observers and allies, including the

African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM), the
United States, the European Union, and the United
Nations, released a statement late Monday, express-
ing “deep concern” over the crisis.

“We call on Somalia’s leaders to put the country’s
interests first, to de-escalate rising political tensions,
and to refrain from provocation or use of force that
could undermine peace and stability,” the statement
said. “International partners have repeatedly
expressed growing concern over procedural irregu-
larities and delays in the Somali electoral process.”

Analysts say the election impasse has distract-
ed from Somalia’s larger problems, most notably
the Al-Shabaab insurgency. The Al-Qaeda allies
were driven out of Mogadishu a decade ago but
retain control of swathes of countryside and con-
tinue to stage deadly attacks in the capital and
elsewhere. —AFP
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RICHMOND: Handout photo shows a time capsule, a
shoebox-sized container which was found last week in
Richmond, Virginia. —AFP

Polish president 
vetoes media law 
slammed by US 
WARSAW: Following pressure from the EU and US,
Polish President Andrzej Duda on Monday vetoed a
media ownership law that critics said was aimed at
silencing the US-owned news channel TVN24. “I refuse
to sign the radio and television law amendment and am
sending it back to parliament to be re-examined. This
means that I am vetoing it,” Duda said in a televised
address.

The law, which was adopted by parliament this
month, would have prevented companies from outside
the European Economic Area from holding a control-
ling stake in Polish media companies. That would have
forced US group Discovery to sell a majority stake in
TVN, one of Poland’s biggest private TV networks, and
its news channel TVN24.

The government had argued the law would protect
Poland’s media landscape from potentially hostile
actors such as Russia. Duda said he agreed with this
principle, but that it should not be made to apply to
existing business arrangements and investment treaties.

“People I’ve been talking to are concerned about
the situation. They had different arguments. They
spoke about peace and quiet... How we don’t need
another conflict, another problem. We have many
problems already,” he said.

Duda is strongly supported by Poland’s ruling pop-
ulist Law and Justice (PiS) party but has shown some
differences with the party leadership in the past. In
2017, he caused a storm by vetoing two judicial
reforms that he believed gave too much power to the
attorney general, who is also the justice minister.

‘Pressure makes sense’ 
President Joe Biden’s national security advisor Jake

Sullivan welcomed the development in a call with his
counterpart Pawel Soloch and another senior Polish
official. Sullivan conveyed “Biden’s appreciation for
Polish President Duda’s veto... of a controversial media
amendment, noting that this sent a positive signal just
before Poland takes over the Chair of the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe on January 1,”
a White House spokeswoman said.

The US charge d’affaires in Warsaw, Bix Aliu,
thanked Duda “for his leadership and commitment to
common democratic values and for protecting the
investment climate in Poland”. “Allies are stronger
together!” he said.

TVN’s board of directors in a statement welcomed
the announcement “with appreciation and joy”, saying
the president had “stood up for good relations with the
US”. The US had urged Duda to veto the law and
European Commission spokesman Christian Wigand
had warned it would pose “severe risks to media free-
dom and pluralism in Poland”.

Thousands of Poles protested against the law
earlier this month outside the presidential palace in
Warsaw, with many in the crowd waving EU flags
and chanting “Free media!”. There were similar

protests across Poland.
Former EU chief Donald Tusk, who leads the

opposition Civic Platform party, said Duda’s decision
showed that “pressure makes sense”. PiS already
controls public television broadcaster TVP, which has
become a government mouthpiece, and much of the
regional press.

Reporters without Borders (RSF), a media rights
watchdog, said the veto was “good news for press free-
dom, which is in dire straits in Poland”. Since PiS was
elected to power in 2015, Poland has dropped 46
places in the RSF World Press Freedom Index to reach
the 64th position.  —AFP

WARSAW: File photo shows a protester shows the victo-
ry sign as she holds up a placard with the letters of
Poland’s main private TV network TVN, a US-owned
broadcaster, during a demonstration in defence of
media freedom in Warsaw. —AFP


